
CRITICALSTART®
Guideto Managed eXtended Detection 
& Response (MxDR) Services

Breach prevention simplified.
CriticalStart is the only MxDR provideron the markettoday who daredto approach simplifying
the cybersecurity problemby first embracing the complex. While others are focusedon finding
bad, we focuson finding good.While others prioritizeor suppress alerts,we resolveall alerts.

CriticalStart bring you a team of skilledsecurityexperts who will deeply understand your 
environment to adapt and scale with your organization’s needs and partner with you to detect, 
investigate and respondto threats specificto your organization.

CriticalStart deliverssomething priceless– the peace of mind that comesfrom:.

DATASHEET

 Availableon-site and remote incidentresponseand digitalforensics 
capabilities, for situations requiringtrainedincidentresponders

 100% visibilityto everyaction and everydatapointour team has examined, 
what our detectionengineerssee, and a view of the detectioncoverage 
deliveredby yoursecuritytools and MDR service

 ServiceLevel Agreementsfor Time to Detect (TTD) and MedianTime to 
Resolution(MTTR) for all alerts,regardlessof severitylevel – guaranteedin 
one houror less – withno fineprint
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Optimize security investments

90% reduction in false positiveson the first day of

production monitoring and escalationof less than 0.01% 

of alerts

 Reduce risk exposureresolution of more than 99% of 

alerts

Decreasecomplexity Over 40% of customers rely on us 

to bring together conceptual insights acrossmultiple

security tools.

Key BenefitsMxDR serviceis purpose-built as the 

industry’s only Trusted BehaviorRegistry™

(TBR) within our Zero-Trust Analytics 

Platform™(ZTAP™) to resolve all alerts. It 

integrates with multiple security tools, 

including endpoint, SIEM,XDR, and identity, 

to reduce the volumeof alertsby morethan 

99%, escalate less than 0.01%of alerts, and 

neversends the same alert twice.
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How This Is Done

Detect the right threats. MxDR Services:
 Manages, maintains and curates out-of-the-boxdetections and IOCs releasedby the securitytool 

manufacturer.
 Curates originaland third-party threat intelligence, combined with real-time threat analysis, to 

createa high- fidelity,actionable view of existing and emerging threats.
 Continuously develops and enriches new threat detections and Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) 

based on the evolvingsecurity landscape.
 Maps threat detection content to the MITREATT&CK®Frameworkto ensure you are protected 

against the latest attacker Techniques, Tactics, and Procedures (TTPs).

Respond with the right actions.
 Critical Start provides expert Security Operations Center (SOC) Analysts, to quickly investigate and

respond to all escalated alerts through 24x7x365 monitoring, rapid investigation, and continuous
threat hunting.

 The MOBILESOC® application allows you to communicate with the SOC and performresponse
actionson the go.

Provide agility and adaptability.
 A dedicated projectmanager and implementation team dig in deep fromthe start to understand 

your environment, unique needs and business objectives.
 The Customer Success Team is your advocate and there with you on the journey, providing 

recommendations and support as your needs change.

CriticalStart only works with the best.
Critical Start MxDR services integrate with leading security 

technologies to detect every alert, resolve every alert and respond 
to breaches.
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